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START HERE

Duck Identification-Guide For Hunters

After making the first choice offered at the top of the page follow
the black lines to secondary choices until the correct identification

has been made.
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Wing patch gray, nonmetalic

or wing uniform in color

Bill with two bluish-white

rings, one at the base and

one near the tip

RING-NECKED DUCK

r —

1

Head flattish, sloping with Head rounded with angle

straight line appearance from at forehead and bill

forehead to bill

CANVASBACK

White or whitish cheek patch
1

Head uniformly reddish

or yellowish brown

RUDDY DUCK REDHEAD ^

White face patch behind eye No white face patch, or if

present, in front of eye

Female

BUFFLEHEAD

Bill broad, typically ducklike

DOES YOUR DUCK HAVE

N,
Bill slender, pointed, and toothed

Wing patch irridescent blue, purple,

green, brown or black or white

P ..
Feet yellow or yellowish-ny

r
Wing patch white Wing patch metalic blue, purple,

green, brown, or black

Female

HOODED MERGANSER

Wing patch brown

/Hi

1
Wing patch blue, purple, green or black

KBiSi

Wing patch blue or purple

Wing patch bordered on
both sides with white

Wing patch without white border

or white only at feather tips

White wing paten with black

or dark feathers in center

White wing patch without black or

dark feathers in center

• Feet yellow

Female

GADWALL

Head crested, feet yellow Head not crested, feet

orange-red or coral red

7 Male

WOOD DUCK
Feet gray

GOLDENEYE

BLACK DUCK

Florida ducks, mottled ducks and New Mexi-

can ducks are very similar to black ducks.

These may be separated by locations more

easily than by feather characteristics.

SCAUP Florida Duck
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Feet pink or reddish

COMMON MERGANSER

MERGANSER

This pictorial aid is designed to assist in recognizing ducks in the

hand after they have been bagged.

The shape of the bill, wing markings, color of feet or head crest are

some of the typical characteristics used to identify ducks in the
hand. This is quite different from identification of ducks in flight or

sitting on water. When flying or on water other identifying features

are used such as silhouettes, mannerisms of flight, wing beat, speed
of flight or color patterns on body and wings. Every effort should be
made to learn to recognize ducks before they are shot. By doing this

the hunter is able to take much greater advantage of his sport.

Although occasionally seen inland, sea ducks are not

included in this key. They are most frequently found

in open salt water areas.

1

Wing patch green or black

Blue patch on shoulder of wing Patch on shoulder of wing not blue

fgeand Bill normal, feet yellow
i orange

-:r

teal is similar to blue-wing teal

t male cinnamon teal is reddish on
• jnderparts. The female is virtually

the female blue-wing teal.

r
Shoulder of wing
gray or brownish

GREEN WINGED TEAL

Shoulder of wing
with white patch

AMERICAN WIDGEON
Female American widgeon has brown breast and
flank. Female green-wing teal has gray speckled
breast and flank.
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TYPICAL FLOCK FORMATIONS
MOST PUDDLE DUCKS—
LOOSE FORMATION
vr .v. . 4~>X-
N- ^ v

r

canvasbacks— i

LINES OR
LOOSE V

jL

GOLDENEYES—
SMALL, LOOSE
FLOCKS
WINGS “WHISTLE"

'“WIERG><W«ERS^'*-^:
SINGLE FILE, LOW OVER WATER

Or

BUFFLEHEADS—
^ SMALL DUCK,

SMALL GROUPS

TEALS— \A\ >!

LOW, TWISTING \/y
FLIGHT Mi

IDENTIFICATION IS IMPORTANT

Identifying waterfowl gives many hours of satisfying recreation !

to millions of persons.

Knowing the species of ducks can be rewarding to both hunters
and birdwatchers. Ability increases with experience but even ex-

|

perts make mistakes — so don’t be discouraged if progress seems
slow at first.

When redheads or canvasbacks, or any other species, are pro- I

tected because of their scarcity, it is essential that a hunter identify
his target before he pulls the trigger. And when extra birds or cer-

tain species are permitted in the bag as during a point-system sea-

son, hunters who know their ducks on the wing and in the hand
come out ahead.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR

Habitat, action, color, shape, and voice — all help distinguish

one species from another.

Shallow marshes and creeks normally attract few divers; large
|

deep bodies of water are not usual feeding grounds of puddle ducks.

The maneuvers of a flock in the air can help indicate the species, ij

Mallards, pintails, and widgeons form loose groups; teals and shovel-

ers flash by in small bunches; mergansers often appear in single

file; canvasbacks shift from waving lines to temporary Vs; redheads
“boil up” in short flight from one end of a lake to the other.

Closer up, individual silhouettes can show large heads or small,

broad bills or narrow, fat bodies or slender, long tails or short.

Trained observers also identify ducks from the wingbeats; they may
be fast or slow, short rapid flutters or long strokes.

At close range, color areas can be positive. Depending on light i

conditions they may or may not appear in their true color, but their
|

size and location are a key to identity.

The sound of wings can be as important as that of voice. The
pinions of goldeneyes whistle in flight; the swish of wood ducks is

different from the steady rush of canvasbacks. Not all ducks quack;
’

many whistle, squeal, or grunt. Experience can teach you the

difference.


